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1. Introduction
Depth images provide informative cues for a generic object tracking. However few trackers have used depth information due to the lack of a suitable
model. In this paper, a RGB-D tracker named TSDM is proposed, which is composed of a Mask-generator (M-g), SiamRPN++[1] and a Depth-refiner
(D-r). The M-g generates the background masks, and updates them as the target 3D position changes. The D-r optimizes the target bounding box based
on the depth difference between the target and the surrounding background. Extensive evaluation on the Princeton Tracking Benchmark and the Visual
Object Tracking challenge shows that our tracker outperforms the state-of-the-art while achieving 31 FPS. Code and models of TSDM are available at
https://github.com/lql-team/TSDM.

2. Contribution
1. Propose TSDM, a new RGB-D tracker,

which can ignore background distractors
and output an accurate target state.

2. Propose two novel depth modules which
can overcome the obstacle above and make
use of depth information effectively.

3. Method pipeline

1. Input Xd and Dti−1 into M-g to get M
and Mc. Then use Fm (·) to get Xm.

2. Input Z and Xm into the core. Then the
core outputs the target bounding box Bs.

3. Cut out Rc and Rd from Xc and Xd by Bs

respectively. Then input Rc and Rd into
D-r to get the refined target bounding box
Bd.

4. Mask-generator
For reducing the interference of background distractors and clearing out irrelevant image information
to the target, M-g generates two background mask imagesM andMc by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 respectively.
Where M makes fore-background separation, and Mc colors the background.

M(x, y) =
{

1, out of depth range
0, otherwise

(1)

Mc (x, y, c) = ρ (x, y, c)× [1−M (x, y)] , c ∈ {1, 2, 3} (2)

5. Depth-refiner
In essentially, D-r can be treated as an information fusion network. It uses depth information to
optimize the target state, and meanwhile, color as the correction information overcomes the slight
color-depth mismatch. By integrating the two information, the network can output a more accurate
bounding box. In the network, we adopt double Alexnet[2] rather than a single new 4-channel-input
net as the backbone for a quick transfer learning; the 1×1 convolution layer fuses cross-channel
information and reduces feature map dimension; the two fully connected layers are used to output
the refined bounding box.

6. Result on benchmark
On the PTB[3], TSDM is compared with 7 trackers in the baseline. All these trackers use depth
information but are not based end-to-end CNN. Table II shows the average IOU overlap of each
category and the overall average IOU overlap. Our tracker performs the best for Overall.
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